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Q.  Francesco, how tough is it to remain focused and not to give up after bogeys?  

 

FRANCESCO MOLINARI:  Well, it was tough today, especially because the start wasn't our 

best.  Obviously you see that you're losing ground to the rest of the field.  We did well, we 

did very well to refocus and put a good finish together.  I think we're just playing well.  The 

course is firming up and it gets your attention, and we just need to be a little bit smarter 

tomorrow and hopefully we put up a good score. 

 

Q.  Matteo, tell us a little bit, please, about the par putt that Francesco holed on 15.   

 

MATTEO MANASSERO:  Yeah, it was a really big moment.  We were coming from a nice 

comeback with two birdies in a row and Frank was leading fortunately with a tee shot.  He hit 

a perfect shot and it just bounced left where it shouldn't really bounce left and it ended up in 

a really tough spot.  I tried to be cute and I left it short and he made a huge putt.  To be 

honest, we hit a lot of lips today, a lot of putts and actually one bunker shot and one chip 

that hit the pin and went out, one lip-out.  We were a bit unfortunate at the beginning, but we 

kept our head together really well and we ended up shooting a decent score on a tough day. 

 

Q.  Looks a little bit like Denmark is going away, they're running off.  What's the 

strategy for tomorrow looking at possible low rounds on the four holes? 

 

FRANCESCO MOLINARI:  Yeah, we saw they did it yesterday so obviously it's out there.  I 

think the back nine today was really able to give us at least a chance going into tomorrow to 

score a low one.  I think it's going to be hard to get the Danish, but maybe second or third is 

still possible.  So we just need to go out there and play well, give ourself a lot of chances.  

It's a course where it's pretty tricky to get really close to the hole, so we need to make some 

putts.  
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